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Transmission of Musical Traditions of the Alevi Ceremony:
Musical Education of Young People Playing Baglama
in Berlin
Dorit Klebe
In my paper I will report on the transmission of the musical traditions of the cem,l an
Alevy2 worship ceremony, outside of its ceremonial context. I will focus on the specific vocal/instrumental genre deyifi, which will be examined in the context of baglama3
playing and the training of children and young people from Alevitic families, showing
some recent developments in the practice in Berlin.
The AlevY represent approximately 25 to 30 percent of the population in Turkey;
among the immigrants ofTurkish origin in Germany4 the percentage is slightly higher.
In contrast to the complex situation in rural and urban regions ofTurkey, the AlevYcan
practise their religion more free from restrictions5 in Germany. Here, within the last
twenty years, Alevism - and in this context also the saz/baglama - went through a renaissance (Erbekta~ et al. 1998).
Long-necked lutes have a long tradition going back many hundreds ofyears among
Turkic/Turkish ethnic groups. The instruments ofthe saz family are the most commonly used stringed instruments in Turkey today; among the citizens of Turkish origin in
Germany they are also very popular. Originally, saz instruments were used in traditional Turkish folk music to accompany solo performances of several kinds of songs, especiaIly love songs. In addition, special types of saz playamajor role in the Alevitic ceremony. Furthermore, the so-called afilk6 und ozan,7 who are professional and semi-professional singing poets, as weIl as epic and folk singers, performed their songs with saz
accompaniment. The content of the lyrics could and can range from ardent love, religious texts, social critique and/or political critique. Beginning in the second half of the
twentieth century, saz instruments began to be played in ensembles. Within the last few
decades, some musicians have developed a highly virtuosic instrumental style.
In Germany, citizens of Turkish origin have developed the desire to maintain the
musical traditions oftheir former homeland. Beginning in the late 1970s, special training lessons for saz playing had been offered at state and private schools, as weIl as by
various organizations, associations, societies.8 At the moment there are thought to be
approximately ab out 1,000 people leaming to play the saz/baglama in Berlin.9 Half of
them are children and young people. In this context it is remarkable that the AlevY,who
rri.ake up only a third of the Turkish community, represent the greatest part of the
baglama players; a small number of the non-Alevi saz students are SunnY while there
are only a very few baglama players ofnon-Turkish origin and non-Muslim affiliation.
1. The Traditional Folk Music Instrument Baglama - So me Brief Remarks
Instruments of the saz family are generally recognized as "holy instruments"IO
among the Alevf community, given that they accompany special parts of the cem ceremony. The baglama, a three-stringed plucked chordophone, is a mid-sized type of
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long-necked lute, belonging to the saz family (Picken 1975: 210). Instruments of this
type have deve10ped during the last 50 years, gaining the status of an all-around
favorite instrument that can be p1ayed as accompaniment or as a solo instrument, sometimes played with a high degree of virtuosity. Among the mid-sized types of baglama
two forms can be observed, which vary according to the length of the neck: the traditional type, the uzun saplt baglama, has a long neck and22 frets (the totallength ofthe
instrument is approximately 110 cm), while a new creation from the second half of the
twentieth century, the kIsa saplz baglama, has a shorter neck and 19 frets (totallength
of the instrument is approximately 80 cm ) 11 (Fig. 1).12 The strings arearranged in 'a
polychoral manner, mainly in double or triple courses. The greatest advantage of the
kzsa sapb baglama is that all the three strings can equally easily play the melody,
whereas the variant with the long neck has only one string available for the melody.
A common tuning for the uzun sapb baglama is the kara or bozuk düzen tuning: la'
- re' - sol' / resp. a' - d' - g' (YastJman 1971: 6-7); while for the shorter type, the
baglama düzeni is typical: la' - re' - mi' / resp. a' - d' - e' (Picken 1975: 210).
2. Master-Apprentice
Relationship: The Phenomenon of Usta-CIrak lli§kisi
In Asia, as wen as in the Near and Far East, the master-apprentice relationship is a
widespread phenomenon that takes various forms. An initial approach to a more
detailed investigation of this topic had been made recently at an international
Workshop at SOAS, London.13 In this context the author presented an exploration on
the master-apprentice training system applied among saz-p1ayers of Turkish origin in
the German (especially Berlin) diaspora.14 The statements given in this paper should
be seen in a larger context of extended field research and long-term study of the transmission ofTurkish music in Turkey as weIl as in the German diaspora since the 1970s.
Some of the observations and results of this fieldwork, especially concerning teachers
of Turkish origin and the applied teaching methods, have been published in various
works (Klebe 1996, 1999).
2.1. In addition to my explorations offered at the SOAS conference, the following
statements from an interview with the baglama teacher Halit <;elik, a teacher ofTurkish
origin in the German diaspora, represent a description ofthis teacher-pupil relationship
that is both objective and very detailed, private and open-minded.
H. <;.: The usta-C;lrak ili~kisi is a very valuable relationship, not only in the
musical sense. There is a relation between two persons, one becomes a companion of the other and they respect each other. The apprentice learns how to
behave in life. The master is going to become like a father, a second father. In
my opinion human beings who have such a relationship develop a more emotional side, which is also important for singing and playing.
The usta takes it for granted to answer every question, he always knows which
of his apprentices values what he has taught them. I have always said to
myself: All my knowledge I owe to my master, thus I have to, I am obligated
to give it to my pupils, nothing shall remain with me. As 91rak you develop
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moral duties, you cultivate social contacts, you call them [the masters] on holidays, even in between holidays, also if someone is ill. They expect the apprentices to take care of them.
D. K.: Do you regard yourself as an usta?
H. G.: No, not at all. I have not yet reached my goal, I still have a lot to 1earn.
Türk halk müzigi [Turkish folk music] is like a derya [(world)-sea], a huge
ocean and I want to become a drop in it. (Interview given on the 17.05.06,
abridged version by D. Klebe)

,

3. Recent developments
In this section, I will concentrate on my recent research observing baglama lessons in
cultural and sociocultural associations/societies. Are there socio-cultural interactions
between baglama-playing children from Alev'i' and Sunnl families?
Yes, there are. I had the opportunity to witness the beginnings of such interaction
on my visit to baglama lessons at the Bahadin Sozialverein (Bahadin Social
Association) on Sunday, May 21, 2006. Sunday is normally used for baglama lessons
from morning till evening. The teacher, Halit Gelik, made an exception to this rule for
his first group, however. Recently, some of his pupils had been exposed to increasing
hostility from Sunni c1assmates and school friends. These pupils claimed to be "real"
Muslims and accused the Alevi pupils of not being Muslims due to their religious affiliation. These verbal and even violent attacks had made the Alev'i' pupils uncertain.
Because of their lack of knowledge about their own heritage, they could not defend
themselves with respective arguments. After they found out that their parents also did
not have enough knowledge to help them, they consulted their baglama teacher, their
"second father." In order to be able to answer the pupils' questions he invited another
baglama teacher, a member of the Anadolu Alevileri Kültür Merkezi (Cultural Center
of Anatolian Alevi), a society that has run a Cem Evi (Community House for
Worshiping Ceremonies) since 1999 (Fig. 2).
Through conversation it emerged that most of them had never visited a Cem Evi.
Therefore, a second meeting was arranged to take place directly in the Cem Evi. The
parents of Sunnf as well as Alev'i' participants were explicitly invited. At this second
meeting all those present agreed to continue the dialogue (Fig. 3).
4. Baglama Teaching - Training Stages and Results
4.1. Pupils
The pupils very often are from Alev'i' families where the parents do not play the
baglama but have an ardent wish that their children maintain the tradition ofthis instrument, wich is played by members ofthe family who remained in Turkey, such as grandfathers, unc1es, etc. In Berlin, it is not unusual for several children within one family
to take baglama lessons.
4.2. Teaching Repertoire
The teaching repertoire consists of traditional Turkish folk and folkdance songs and
specifically Alev'i' ceremonial songs, especially the genres deyiv15 und semah. The
lyrics and melodies have mostly been transmitted orally over aperiod of many cen-
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turies. Deyi/f [derived from the verb demek "to say"] is a hymn featuring religious tales
and mystical messages and a regular component of the cem ceremony. Semah is a hymn
for a round dance and a regular component of the cem ceremony. The term is probably
derived from the Arabic samil' meaning "to listen to," mostly in connection with an
object, here most likely meaning to listen to words and music (During 1995: 1018).
4.3. The Genre Deyi/f
In the following I will concentrate on the genre deyi/f and focus on two examples: the
deyi/f "Kul olaYlm," which was performed by voice and baglama, and the deyi/f "Benim
Pirim," which will be shown in an instrumental version for three baglama.
The first example, "Kul olaYlm kalem tutan ellere" is by Pir Sultan Abdal, a sixteenth-century mystic who lived in Sivas/eastem Anatolia.16
Lyrics ofthe First Stanza (translated by Irene Markoff)17
[Let me be your slave, 0 scribe with pen in hand,]

Kul OlaYlm Kalem Tutan EUere
Kul olaYlm kalem tutan eUere
Kafip arzuhabm yaz yare böyle
!jekerler ezeyim /firin dillere
Katip arzuhabm yaz yare böyle

Güzelim ey tabibim ey bitanem ey

Let me be your slave, 0 scribe with pen in hand,
So that you can write to the Beloved about me and
my condition of longing (for union),
With poetry that is overflowing with sweetness,
So that you can write to the Beloved about me and
my condition of longing (for union),
My beautiful one, my scribe, my one and only.

The textual structure is characteristic for poetic forms belonging to the türkü complex, especially kO/fma, which are genres oftraditional Turkish folk literature designated to be sung (Spies 1982: 385-387). Each of the three stanzas is a compound form
consisting of strophe and refrain"here a special kO/fma form with an additional fifth
linelS The rhyme structure is: a RI9(a) a R(a) R(b) for the first stanza, and c c c R(a)
R(b), d d d R(a) R(b) for the following stanzas. The building principle of tradition al
folk poetry is based on a versified metre with arsis and thesis and a specific syllable
count (here eleven syllables per line). The lyrics are set to music mainly in a syllabic
manner (Fig. 4).20
Formal structures of the lyrics and its musical setting
muslc
stanza
rhyme
1st line
a
section AI + saz payil
section AI + saz paYl
2nd line
R(a)
section AI
3rd line
a
section Al'
4th line
R(a)
section BI
5th line
R(b)
section A2
6th = 3rd line
section A2
7th = 4th line
section B2
8th = 5th line

ambitus
tetrachord c' - f'
./.
.I.

./.
pentachord a' - e"
tetrachord b2' - e"
./.
tetrachord a' - d"
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As the formal structure shows, the musical setting is an extended compound form
ofthe poetic stanza. The last three lines are repeated, so that the musical structure contains eight sections. Each of the lines corresponds with a musical section, in a one-toone relationship. Each of the musical seetions (Al, BI , A2 , B2) works with different
modal material. The ambitus of Al, A2 , B2 covers a tetrachord, BI a pentachord. From
one seetion to the other, the melody glides gradually down in steps of seconds from the
finalis f'of A 1 via e" (finalis of BI, A2) to d" ofB2, thus showing a characteristic building block of traditional Turkish folk music: the so-called "Deszendenzmelos"
[descending melody]. 22 The tone b21indicates a characteristic interval in traditional
Turkish folk music, namely a flatted b, a microtone interval approximately two
Pythagorean commas lower than b. The tuning of this interval is not to be understood
absolutely but depends on the momentary mood of the musician and can be tuned
slightly (approximately half or up to one comma) higher or lower (Klebe 2003: 40).
Ambitus of the descending melody
Al
f' - e" - d" _ c'
BI
e" - d" - c' - b21 _ a'
A2
e" - d" - c' - b21
B2
d" - c' - b2' - a'
4.4 The Deyi~ "Kul olaYlm" in a Training Sequence of a Baglama Lesson

The teacher Halit yelik trains his pupil Hatun Aksüt, who is female and 14 years old.
In a short interview before the lesson's start Hatun reports that she is from an Alevi
family and has been leaming to play the baglama for seven years. Her seven-year-old
brother is leaming it as weIl. Neither of their parents play this instrument, although
there has been a cura (the smallest member of the saz family) hanging on the wall in
the living room since she was a child. A grandfather who is living in Turkey still plays
saz. Her desire to 1eam to play the baglama stands in direct connection with her Alevi
faith; furthermore, her mother ardently wants Hatun to take baglama lessons.
The teaching lesson on the whole lasts one hour. The subject of this lesson on May
17, 2006, is the deyi~ "Kul olaYlm," performed by voice(s) and/or instrumentes). In the
beginning the teacher gives some information about the content of the lyrics, as weIl
as about its background and the biography of the poet/composer Pir Sultan Abdal. The
training starts with the musical section Al being performed only instrumentally. A later
training stage will combine the performance of the lyrics together with the- respective
melodies. In the course of the lesson the pupil Hatun 1earns to sing and play the first
~tanza ofthe deyi§. The instructions are given by the teacher mostly in Turkish, less frequently in German and sometimes in both languages. The selected training sequence
focuses on the first line of the first stanza played apart or/and together with the musical section Al (Sound Ex. 2623 - "Kul 0IaYlm").24
4.5. The Deyi~ "Benim Pirim"25 [My PirJ - The Result of Baglama Lessons
The musical example of a deyi~ was performed by advanced pupils who had won first
prize in the "Jugend musiziert" competition in 2005. They had reached a high level of
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virtuosity, showing the resuIts of practicing baglama after intensive lessons and
extended practicing for four to five hours a day, or even more before a competition.
The deyi!j "Benim Pirim" had been the opening part of a sequence of musical pieces
for baglama. The young musicians performed with their instruments in front of students of a seminar on Turkish music at the Department ofMusic, University of the Arts
Berlin. The attendant students (primarily of German origin) are studying to become
musicologists, musicians or music teachers.
The musical performance started with a deyi!j in an instrumental version. According
to the musicians' explanation, the deyi!j at the beginning has a special meaning to them:
they want to "say" (note that deyi!j is derived from the verb demek to say) something
to the audience and furthermore to use it to attune themselves mentally to the following performance (Audio Ex.2) (Sound Ex. 27).
4. Final Remarks
Within the musical education ofyoung people who 1eam to play the baglama, the musical traditions of the AlevJ ceremony hold a unique position. The genre deyi!j, which is
a regular component of the cem ceremony, is played outside of the ceremonial context
as weIl. On one hand it is a constant part of the solo repertoire of baglama lessons,
which largely integrate vocal training with instrumental training (as seen in Sound Ex.
26). Vocal training, especially the leaming of a specific ceremonial song, is the basis
of the beginning of the training, while at a later stage instrumental virtuosity becomes
more and more the focus. Also, explorations of melodie structures are used to acqurie
knowledge about the building blocks of traditional Turkish folk music. Furthermore,
the teacher offers the students an interpretation of the lyrics, thus leading to a better
understanding of their usual scant knowledge of their Alevi religion. Very often, it is
explicitly an ardent des ire on the part of the pupils' parents that their children take
baglama lessons given preferably by an Alevi teacher.
On the other hand, the genre deyi!j can be part of a purely instrumental baglama performance. (Sound Ex. 27) shows three pupils who reached a more advanced level, their
initial process of leaming having come to a certain conclusion. After having won first
prize at baglama competitons the young men are making their first steps to appear
before the public. At a performance in front of students of music, musicology and
music pedagogy at the University of the Arts Berlin,26 the young musicians placed the
genre deyi!j as an opening piece, thus attuning themselves to a specific mood and creating a religious background as an invisible carpet backdrop for the whole performance.
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Notes

I Unless other sources are indicated, all the following definitions in the context of Alevism and its musical traditions are based on information provided by my consultants Halit <:;:elikand Ahmet Taner, to
whom I offer my acknowledgements.
2 The Alev! are a religious
group shaped by Shiite Islam, pre-Islamic beliefs, other major religions, as
weil as local religious practices (Dressler 2003; see also the papers of Irene Markoff and Ayhan Erol in
this volume).
3 A musical instrument belonging to the saz family of long-necked lutes.
4 For details concerning the situation ofTurkish
immigrants, see (Klebe 2001: 188-192).
5 Global developments
after September 11, 200 I, also affected the coexistence of Sunn! and Schi\' in
Germany; see point three of my paper.
6 The term a:pk is a title given to those singing poets who express poetically their ardent love of Allah,
the Prophet Mohammed and - in the case of a!pk of Schia affiliation - Ali ben Abu Talib, Muhammed's
successor. See also foot note 10.
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Ozan is said to be an older expression. The distinction between this and the term a:$1k, however, is not
clear because no uniform definition exists.
8 For areport
on my research on teachers and training methods, see Klebe (1996; 1999; 2007 [forthcom-

7

ing]).

Out of approximately 200,000 citizens of Turkish origin.
The saz represents Imam Ali in its structure: the soundbox is his body, while the long neck is his
sword Zülfikar. See Erbekta~ el.al. 1998: 55. The first Imam Ali ben Abu Talib (602-661), cousin and
son-in-Iaw of the Prophet Mohammed, is recognized by the Shii as his rightful successor. He is a central
figure in the Shiism.
The shorter variant has been developed by Arif Sag (b. 1946), a major figure in baglama performance.
12 Winner of first prize at the competiton
"Jugend musiziert," student of the teacher Halit <;:elik.
13 See foomote 7.
14 See footnote 7.
Very often the word nefes (hymn, mystic poem) is used as a synonym. The distinction between the
two terms is not clear because no uniform definition exists.
16 Pir ("spritual
teacher"; Redhouse 1993: 934) Sultan Abdal had befriended a fellow-believer named
Hlzlr in Sivas. Later HlZlr went to the Ottoman court in Istanbul, where he converted to the Sunnl affiliation and became a Pa~a. Upon his return to Sivas, he demanded that Pir Sultan Abdal also submit to the
religion of the Ottoman court and turn away from his Alevi beliefs. Hlzlr demanded that Pir Sultan
Abdal create a song without any mention of the word !jah (i.e. Hasreti Ali). Pir Sultan Abdal, however,
wrote a song that mentioned Ali/~ah in every stanza, paying for this insubordination with his life, since
he was then hanged. Note, however, that the lyrics accompanying the notation of the melody here use
the word Yar (meaning "friend, companion") instead of !jah.
17 The source (Sayan, n.d.: 19-20) contains two more stanzas not provided
here.
18 For a description
ofthe kO!jma, see Reinhard and Reinhard 1989,2: 24-25.
19 "R" indicates that the whole line is repeated.
20 See footnote
15.
21 Instrumental transition.
22 See Reinhard and Reinhard
(1984 2: 105, 111).
23 The Sound Ex. 26 is an audio version of a video recording.
24 Short interpretation
of the training sequence: After having practiced the section Al separately, the
teacher intends to combine lyrics and music during the following lesson. At first he sings and plays at
the same time while the pupil only accompanies the melody with her instrument; the same part is performed three times. Afterwards the teacher stops singing and playing, letting her play the melody once,
thus checking her skiI!. After having expressed his satisfaction with words of praise he proposes that
they sing and play together. Because this attempt is not as successful as he would like, he go es one step
back and separates out the instructional steps: "You play, I sing" (0: 19:43). After having done so three
times, the teacher decides that the pupil has reached a certain level of skii!. He decides to try a transfer
ofthese skills (0:20:30), giving some information about the musical structure and the building elements
of the song: the melody of the first line of the stanza (musical section Al) is identical with the melody of
the third line. He sings the melody of section AI twice on the tonic sol-fa. The pupil has difficulty immediately recognizing the repetiton in the notation, especially in understanding why section AI sung together with the first line has an instrumental transition, while the same melody when sung to the third line
has no instrumental transition. The teacher perfonns the first and the third lines singing and playing,
while Hatun accompanies with her instrument (0:21:19). The training sequence is concluded with
Hatun's singing and playing of the first line of the first stanza/musical section AI.
25 Shah Hatayl (1486-1524).
26 Among the students studying these subjects at the University
of the Arts Berlin, there are at the
moment no students ofTurkish origin; there has only been one within the last ten years.
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Transmission of Musical Traditions of the Alevi Ceremony:
Musical Education ofYoung People Playing Baglama in Berlin
Dorit Klebe
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Kul OlaYJm Kalem Tut<ln EUere
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.
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Fig. 1 Tayfun Altunkaynak, 16
years old, plays the klsa sapll
baglama. Photo: Dorit Klebe.
Fig. 2 Dialogue between teachers,
pupils and two mothers (one
Sunn'l and one Alev'l) in the c1assroom of the Bahadin Sozialverein.
Photo: Dorit Klebe.
Fig. 3 The questions of the
pupils and their parents are
answered by a fernale religious
education teacher, in presence
of the dede [cornrnunity priest]
and rnernbers of the cornrnunity
in the cerernonial roorn of the
Cem Evi. Photo: Dorit Klebe.
Fig. 4 Notation and text of "Kul
olaYlrn kalern tutan eUere" by
Pir Sultan Abdal.
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- Examples accompanying the paper "Transmission of Musical Traditions of the Alevi Ceremony: Musical
Education ofYoung People Playing Baglama in Berlin" by Dorit Klebe (Germany)
26. "Kul olayim"; Performers: teacher Halit yelik (vocals and baglama) and his pupil Hatun Aksüt, female, 14
years old (vocals and baglama); Place: Saz Evi [Saz store], Berlin-Moabit; Date: 17.05.06.; Video recording: ©
Dorit Klebe. [I :47]
27. Deyi:; "Benim Pirim," instrumental version; Performers: Ceyhan Akcura (15); Oktay Akyüz (16); Caner
Karacan, (17), all male Alevis; Instrument: baglama; Place: University ofthe Arts Berlin, faculty ofMusic; Date:
20.05.05. Video recording: © Dorit Klebe. [1:47]

